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Introduction

■ Academic career
‣ PhD Linguistics (2017, FU Berlin), MA English (2010, U Hamburg)
‣ Since 09/2021 @ U Zurich (SNSF Ambizione) 

Theoretical Linguistics, Computational Linguistics, Psycholinguistics
‣ Positions as post-doc/visiting prof in Zurich, Leipzig, Neuchâtel

■ Editorial duties, board member:
‣ Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic Theory (De Gruyter) 

Linguistics Vanguard (De Gruyter) 
Frontiers in Communication (Frontiers Media)

■ 2011–2012
‣ Production Editor E-Journals 

Walter de Gruyter GmbH, Berlin/Germany
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Scientific publishing



Scientific publishing
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A brief overview “Predatory journals and publishers are entities that 
prioritize self-interest at the expense of scholarship and 
are characterized by false or misleading information, 
deviation from best editorial and publication practices, a 
lack of transparency, and/or the use of aggressive and 
indiscriminate solicitation practices.” (Grudniewicz et al. 
2019: 211)
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A brief history of scientific publishing

■ 1665: First issue of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
‣ “Peer review” in the form of exchanges via letters of ideas, experiments, results
‣ Founder Henry Oldenburg (unpaid secretary of society), sold writings, intending to deliver 

interesting stories to non-scientists, criticising scientists in order to create controversy
‣ Commercial success limited (his successor spent his own money on Transactions)

■ Subsequently…
‣ By 1800: non-commercial model of publishing

paid for my membership fees and endowments, copies of journals are “gifted” to libraries
‣ By 1900: unfeasible, expensive endeavour

(as the [Western] world grew in size and scope), but considered “worth the effort”
‣ By 1950s/1960s: Commercial non-academic players enter the scene

turn libraries into customers, not recipients of gifts (e.g., Robert Maxwell, cf. Buranyi’s 2017)

■ 1990s onwards: predicted “downfall” of academic publishing
Cost of production would go down, anything accessible from anywhere, anytime, competition

‣ Exact opposite happened: inflation of journals, subscription costs etc., no competition
Insane profit margins: Elsevier ~25–40%, non-profit journals were struggling/bought by publishers

■ Today: problem is widely recognized (“public pays thrice”)
Multiple strategies discussed/implemented, one of which is OA

Fyfe (2015), Fyfe et al. (2018) 11

A very brief history…

Forbes, December 18, 1995
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Predatory journals / predatory publishing

■ Term used by Jeffrey Beall, library scientist, U Colorado Denver
‣ “Beall’s List” (2010): list of predatory OA journals
‣ List was taken off internet after defamation lawsuits from 

publishers whose journals appeared on the list
‣ Also used: “deceptive”

■ Predatory journals & conferences
‣ Main abusers of Open Access movement
‣ Exploit inexperienced, underfunded, pressured authors 

(mostly, but not exclusively)
‣ Piggyback on the pressures of “publish or perish”

■ Primary properties
‣ Aggressive, random marketing/solicitation (mostly outside one’s field)
‣ Usually an extremely broad range of topics/subjects
‣ Comparatively low author-processing-costs (APC), hidden
‣ Absence of best editorial practices

Fake or “stolen” editorial board, fast peer review, no services
Fake ISSN, fake Impact Factors (although most are registered now)

‣ Some journal names imitate the “sound” of prestigious journals

Grudniewicz et al. (2019), Severin & Low (2019), Bohannon (2013) 13



Predatory journals / predatory publishing

■ Suspicious elements:
‣ Fonts
‣ Lots of colours
‣ Unprofessional look
‣ Exaggeration
‣ Index: Google Scholar (?)

■ Problem: they have improved 
a lot over recent years — but 
of course a professional 
presentation does not mean 
it’s not a predatory journal/
conference

Grudniewicz et al. (2019), Severin & Low (2019), Bohannon (2013) 14



Predatory journals / predatory publishing

■ Problem with trying to find a definition of predatory journals
‣ It’s more of a collection of properties
‣ See “predatory practices” (later)

■ Beall’s list
‣ Critiqued for being subjective and non-transparent
‣ Many journals on the list also had legitimate science

■ Problem with “blacklists”
‣ Which criteria?
‣ What is “legitimate science” in the first place?
‣ Can never be comprehensive or current

■ Communication: we may not be discussing the core  
of the issue
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“Predatory journals and publishers are entities 
that prioritize self-interest at the expense of 
scholarship and are characterized by false or 
misleading information, deviation from best 
editorial and publication practices, a lack of 
transparency, and/or the use of aggressive 
and indiscriminate solicitation practices.” 
(Grudniewicz et al. 2019: 211)

Grudniewicz et al. (2019), Severin & Low (2019), Bohannon (2013)



Predatory journals / predatory publishing

■ A problem of developing countries?
‣ Most predatory journals belong to companies in India

although most now have addresses in the US/Europe
‣ Not really. A substantial number of authors are from 

the US and Europe

■ Two possibilities why authors publish there:
‣ Tricked and deceived
‣ Knowingly, but willingly

Moher et al. (2017) 16

A problem only of developing countries?
“Predatory journals and publishers are entities that prioritize self-
interest at the expense of scholarship and are characterized by false 
or misleading information, deviation from best editorial and publication 
practices, a lack of transparency, and/or the use of aggressive and 
indiscriminate solicitation practices.” (Grudniewicz et al. 2019: 211)

NZZ, February 2018 Süddeutsche Zeitung, July 2018 
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Why is it bad?

■ Risk to reputation
‣ Harms your career

Best case: Even if you have excellent, legitimate science, it won’t be read

■ Waste of public funds
‣ Wasted resources (money, work hours, animals, energy, resources…)
‣ Undermines the legitimacy of science in the public

■ Muddy the waters of scientific discovery
‣ Predatory journals included into data bases meant to be a tool to combat the problem
‣ Difficult to say how much junk is now in systematic reviews
‣ Good research in junk journals legitimises junk science

“Even xyz published in this journal!”

■ Spread and legitimisation of misinformation
‣ Anti-science interest groups can publish in or consume predatory

Climate change deniers, homeopaths, 9/11 truthers, Covid deniers – “It’s been peer-reviewed!”
‣ Large industries (oil, tabacco…) publish positive/denial research in predatory journals

“Bought” science
‣ In some fields, this is immediately detrimental for the public (esp. medicine)
‣ Public unable to tell the difference — questionable if journalists can

Grudniewicz et al. (2019), Rice et al. (2021) 18

Undermining the integrity of science
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Predatory practices
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A continuum

community-based 

“Predatory journals are driven by self-interest, usually financial, 
at the expense of scholarship.” (Grudniewicz et al. 2019: 211)

scholar-led 
predatory
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Scholar-led publishing

■ Language Science Press:
‣ not-for profit company
‣ ~30 open access books/year
‣ Funded by “supporters”

mostly university libraries for the costs
reviewers, typesetters, proof-readers

‣ Free for authors (~ €4,000/book)

■ Glossa
‣ First of multiple scholar-led OA journals in linguistics
‣ £450 (free for members of consortia, fee-waivers for 

authors from developing countries)
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Johan Rooryck
https://www.rooryck.org/lingua-to-glossa

Language Science Press, Berlin
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What can we do?

■ Avoid falling for (outright) predatory journals:
‣ Ignore aggressive marketing emails — they are nearly always predatory

unprofessional language, typos, bold/overly flattering wording, multiple fonts/sizes, colours
‣ Google the publisher & check their website

contact details? dead links? check address (on GoogleMaps!)
‣ Check the supposed “board” of editors

Do these people exist? Do these people list board memberships on their CV? Are they in the field?
‣ Check their claims & articles

Journals listed in indexes as claimed? Independent evidence of Impact Factors etc.? CC license on articles?
‣ If you are not the first-author: keep an eye on where colleagues submit their papers

Talk about these things! Ask questions!
‣ If you are stuck in a process: consider the options of withdrawal

■ Finding the “right” journal
‣ Where is the research published that is relevant for you and your research? Your colleagues?

Would you read the articles in the journal in the first place?
‣ Consult checklist (e.g., https://thinkchecksubmit.org) and data bases (e.g., DOAJ)
‣ Be sceptical of “invitations” to contribute to “special issues”

■ Remember: neither does ticking all the boxes identify a “predatory journal”, 
nor does ticking none of the boxes identify a “clean journal”.
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Spot predatory journals and predatory practices

https://thinkchecksubmit.org


What can we do?

■ “Soft” skills: remain critical and vigilant
‣ Grow a skin and learn to resist gaslighting and undue pressure

Refuse to review for predatory journals!
‣ Resist the temptation to fall for flattery and appeals to ego or prestige  

— flattery is a red flag indicating a problematic commercial interest
‣ Talk to colleagues, raise awareness!
‣ Remain critical of Indexes, Impact Factor lists, Scopus etc.

They are squarely in the hands of agents with a commercial interest

■ Things to do as “small fish in the pond”:
‣ Learn to refuse when pressured (e.g., refuse when review deadline is too short)
‣ Check if there are scholar-led outlets

Ideally, convince advanced colleagues to consider these outlets

■ Bigger picture:
‣ OA a “threat to the current system”?

Journals may turn OA, but back issues need subscriptions
‣ Academic publishers were “on the brink” multiple times (Internet age, OA movement), 

but they haven’t fallen, they have always been a step ahead
Why? They control key areas: knowledge and the infrastructure metrics & reputation

25

Spot predatory journals and predatory practices
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